RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) control and coordinate each stage in the life cycle of RNAs. 21
Introduction 35
Of the 20,345 annotated protein-coding genes in human, at least 1,542 are RNA-binding proteins 36 (RBPs) (Gerstberger et al., 2014) . RBPs interact with RNA regulatory elements within RNA 37 targets to control splicing, nuclear export, localization, stability, and translation (Moore, 2005) . 38
RBPs have specificity to bind one or multiple RNA categories, including messenger RNA 39 (mRNA) and diverse categories of non-coding RNA such as ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer 40 RNA (tRNA), small nuclear and nucleolar RNA (snRNA/snoRNA), microRNA (miRNA), and 41 long non-coding RNA (lncRNA). Mutations in RBPs or RNA regulatory elements can result in 42 defects in RNA metabolism that cause human disease (Cooper et al., 2009; Fredericks et al., 43 2015) . RNase digestion enabled the biochemical mapping of individual interaction sites (Ule et al., 50 2003) . Subsequent modifications to CLIP increased the resolution of the interaction sites (Hafner 51 et al., 2010; König et al., 2010) . One of these methods, photoactivatable ribonucleoside-52 enhanced cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP), utilizes 4-thiouridine or 6-53 thioguanosine combined with 365 nm UV crosslinking to produce single-nucleotide RBP-RNA 54 interaction evidence that is utilized to define binding sites (Corcoran et al., 2011; Garzia et al., 55 2017b; Hafner et al., 2010) . 56
Experimentally-derived RBP binding sites provide valuable functional insights. First, they can 57 reveal the rules for regulatory site recognition by the RBP, whether due to sequence and/or 58 structural characteristics. Second, the region and position of the interaction sites of an RBP 59 within transcripts provides insights into its role in RNA metabolism and its subcellular 60 localization. For example, if most of the mapped interaction sites are intronic and adjacent to 61 splice sites, the RBP is highly likely to be a nuclear splicing factor rather than a cytoplasmic 62 translation factor. Finally, these data reveal the target transcripts and therefore the potential 63 biological role for the RBP. 64 (Table 1) . Taken together, clustering by RNA annotation category separated RBPs into groups 125 according to their known subcellular localization and functions. 126
Three of the eight clusters (clusters 2, 4, and 5) contained nine RBPs that exhibited preference 127 for categories of non-coding RNA (rRNA, snRNA, snoRNA, and tRNA), but not mRNA, 128
precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA), or lncRNA. The remaining five clusters contained 55 RBPs 129 exhibiting preference for binding to mRNA, pre-mRNA and long-noncoding RNA (lncRNA) 130 annotation categories. The RBPs in clusters 1, 6, 7, and 8 exhibited strong preferences for 131 various mRNA annotation categories. The RBPs in cluster 3 did not exhibiting strong preference 132 for specific mRNA annotation categories. Additionally, for each of the RBPs in the cluster, we 133 performed a positional meta-analysis of binding sites with respect to major transcript landmarks 134 within target mRNAs. Many of the RBPs also showed strong preferences for binding to specific 135 positions within mRNAs relating to their role in specific steps of mRNA processing (Table 1) . 136
We hypothesized that target annotation category preferences and positional binding preferences 137 should reflect subcellular localization of the RBP and its role(s) in mRNA processing. Cluster 6 138 contained twelve RBPs and exhibited strong preference for intronic regions and to a lesser 139 degree 3' UTRs of mRNAs and lncRNAs. The intronic preference was consistent with the 140 predominantly nuclear localization of these RBPs and the pre-mRNA splicing process. ELAVL1, 141 which is the sole member of the ELAVL1 family of RBPs that is predominantly localized in the 142 nucleus but capable of shuttling to the cytoplasm, exhibited positional binding flanking the end 143 of the 3' UTR and for 5' and 3' splice sites. Cluster 8 contained fourteen RBPs and exhibited 144 distinct preference for 3' UTR regions. This included the unpublished and predominantly 145 cytoplasmic ELAVL1 family members, ELAVL2, ELAVL3, and ELAVL4, which exhibited a 146 strong positional preference for binding in the distal region of the 3' UTR and acting 147 predominantly on mature mRNA (Mansfield and Keene, 2012) . In summary, the annotation 148 category preferences and positional binding preferences implicated the specific steps of mRNA 149 processing the RBPs potentially regulate. 150
151
The spectrum of RNA sequence specificity 152
RBPs exist on a spectrum of specificity depending on a variety of primary and secondary 153 structure features (Jankowsky and Harris, 2015) . Here, our goal was to identify the RBPs with 154 substantial primary sequence specificity and then examine their sequence preference. For each of 155 the 55 RBPs, we counted all possible 6-mers using Jellyfish (Marçais and Kingsford, 2011) for 156 the reads contributing to PARalyzer-defined binding sites. We observed 6-mer frequencies 157 ranging as high as 512-fold to as low as 5-fold over a uniform distribution of 6-mers 158 (Supplemental figure 2a). In contrast, our reference background library exhibited 16-fold 159 enrichment of at least one 6-mer compared to uniform. AGO1-4 libraries were excluded from 6-160 mer analysis due to the overwhelming sequence contribution from crosslinked miRNAs. Twenty-161 seven RBPs did not have a single 6-mer found at higher frequency than present in the reference 162 sample. Amongst these RBPs established or expected to display low sequence-specificity were 163 the RNA helicase MOV10, the nuclear exosome component DIS3, and the EIF3 complex 164 translation initiation factors. 165
166
For each of the 24 RBPs with stronger sequence enrichment than the reference library, we 167 clustered the top 5 sequences enriched over the reference library ( Figure 2 ). Our results 168 recapitulated the sequence preference for the RBPs in this group with well-characterized 169 sequence motifs (detailed in Table 2 ). The ELAVL1 family proteins, which bound to different 170 regions and positions of mRNA, showed similar preference for U-and AU-rich 6-mers, while 171 ZFP36 only enriched a subset of the AU-rich 6-mers (Mukherjee et al., 2014) . Complementing 172 the 6-mer enrichment analysis, we performed motif analysis for each RBP library with the motif 173 finding algorithm SSMART (sequence-structure motif identification for RNA-binding 174 proteins, (Munteanu et al., 2018) ) (Supplemental Fig 2b) . For most RBPs, we observed strong 175 concordance between the two analyses. RBM20 was a clear exception, for which we observed 176 the established UCUU-containing motifs (Maatz et al., 2014) with SSMART, but a GA-rich 177 sequence in the 6-mer enrichment analysis. However, we do observe UCUU-containing motifs in 178 the top 15, but not top5 6-mers for RBM20. Altogether, our analysis was remarkably consistent 179 with previously reported motifs in spite of differences in data processing and analysis (detailed 180 
Identification of RNA regulatory modules 183
To understand the functional impact of co-regulation by multiple RBPs, we analyzed the co-184 variation in binding patterns of all 55 RBPs across 13,299 target RNA encoding genes to probe 185 for the existence of regulatory modules, i.e., specific subsets of RNAs implicated in similar 186 function bound by subsets of RBPs. To this end, we employed Factor Analysis (FA), which 187 reduces a large number of observed variables to a smaller number of latent factors. Here, our 188 observed variables represented the normalized RBP binding (see methods) for each of the 55 189
RBPs across all target RNA encoding genes (n=13,299). The latent factors represented similar 190 binding patterns to RNA targets by one or more of the 55 RBPs. RBPs exhibiting high loadings 191
for the same factor would have very similar binding patterns to RNA targets. Importantly in this 192 framework, a single RBP could be assigned to multiple factors, just as a single RBP can 193 participate in multiple RNPs and regulate different aspects of RNA metabolism. The FA model also uncovered interesting parallels between the similarity in the binding of target 209
RNA encoding genes and the target annotation category preferences (from Figure 1a ). We 210 observed that individual factors contained RBPs that preferred binding to either mature (Factors 211 1, 3, 4, 5, 8) or precursor transcripts (Factors 2, 6), reflecting involvement in different stages of 212 RNA metabolism ( Figure 3a ). Furthermore, individual factors contained RBPs exhibiting similar 213 patterns of binding to specific regions of the mRNA (i.e., intron, coding, 3' UTR). Indeed, RBPs 214 from the same family, or known to regulate a specific aspect of RNA processing, had high 215 loadings for the same factors. For example, the ELAVL1 family members were associated with 216 Factor 1; the AGO1 family were associated with Factor 3; the IGF2BP1 family were associated 217 with Factor 4; the FMR1 family had were associated with Factor 5 and Factor 8; LINE-1 218 encoded proteins were associated with Factor 7. One of the unanticipated associations was that 219 of HNRNPC with Factor 2, which contained mainly cleavage and polyadenylation factors. 220
Interestingly, HNRNPC was shown to interact with U-rich sequences downstream of a viral 221 poly-adenylation signal nearly three decades ago (Wilusz et al., 1988) , and more recently, to 222 repress cleavage and poly-adenylation in humans (Gruber et al., 2016) . These examples highlight 223 the specific testable hypotheses generated by an integrative analysis that are not necessarily 224 obvious when examining a single RBP in isolation. 225
226
By clustering the factor score coefficients, i.e. the specific linear combination of RBP binding for 227 that target RNA, we identified target RNA encoding genes constituting putative regulatory 228 modules associated with a given factor. Therefore, each regulatory module was associated with 229 an RBP component (the subset of RBPs exhibiting similar binding pattern) and a RNA 230 component (the subsets of target RNA encoding genes bound by those RBPs). These regulatory 231 modules did not imply physical interactions between RBPs; rather, it identified RBPs that may 232 cooperate in controlling RNA metabolism for specific subsets of RNA targets, possibly across 233 cellular compartments. Almost a quarter of the target RNA encoding genes (3,180/13,299) were 234 assigned to regulatory modules by exhibiting high factor score coefficients for a single factor 235 (Supplemental figure 3c ). We did not identify target RNA encoding genes with high factor score 236 coefficients for Factor 9 or 10. The remaining target RNA encoding genes did not exhibit high 237 factor score coefficients for any specific factor in our analysis, suggesting that the targets were either not bound by specific combinations of these RBPs, bound broadly by all RBPs, or not 239 bound by the subset of RBPs in the analysis. As such, we labeled this target RNA encoding gene 240 category as "non-specific". The RNA regulatory modules encoding genes were enriched for 241 different GO categories. Factor 1 RNA regulatory modules were enriched for 'AU-rich element 242 binding' and Factor 3 RNA regulatory modules were enriched for 'gene silencing by miRNA'; 243 AU-rich RBPs and AGO proteins were strongly associated with Factor 1 and Factor 3, 244
respectively. This was consistent with the recurrent observation that RBPs target the mRNAs 245 encoding themselves (Pullmann et al., 2007; Tenenbaum et al., 2000) . In turn, the RNAs 246 encoding "non-specific" genes contained ribosomal proteins and mitochondrial electron-247 transport proteins. 248
249

RNA regulatory modules underlie distinct patterns of RNA metabolism 250
In order to test the functional relevance of these RNA regulatory modules, we reasoned that 251 perturbation (change of protein abundance or activity) of an RBP will lead to pronounced effects 252 only for the RNA regulatory modules assigned to the specific factor(s) that RBP is associated 253 with. We examined mature and precursor RNA expression changes induced by siRNA 254 knockdown of ELAVL1 (Kishore et al., 2011) . ELAVL1 was strongly associated with both 255
Factor 1 and Factor 2, which exhibited RNA targeting patterns for mature or precursor RNAs, 256 respectively. Concordantly, Factor 1 associated RNA regulatory modules, but not Factor 2 RNA 257 regulatory modules, exhibited ELAVL1-dependent stabilization of mature RNA (Figure 4a ). 258
Likewise, Factor 2 RNA regulatory modules exhibited a more pronounced ELAVL1-dependent 259 stabilization of precursor RNA than Factor 1 RNA regulatory modules ( Figure 4b ). Each human 260 ELAV1 family protein contains three RRM domains (>90% sequence identity), but the hinge 261 region between the second and third RRM of ELAVL1 contains a shuttling sequence responsible 262 for its nuclear localization (Fan and Steitz, 1998) . Due to the lack of this shuttling sequence, 263 ELAVL2/3/4 are predominantly cytoplasmic and were strongly associated with Factor 1, but not 264 We also examined regulatory differences in RNA metabolism for genes associated with 282 cytoplasm-enriched factors. For example, factor 1 RNA regulatory modules were more stable 283 than Factor 3 RNA regulatory modules ( Figure 4c ). Factor 1 was strongly associated with 284 ELAVL1 family proteins, which stabilize target mRNAs. Factor 3 was strongly associated with 285 AGO1 family proteins, which execute miRNA-mediated degradation of target mRNAs. 286
Additionally, Factor 4 RNA regulatory modules, which are bound by IGF2BP1 family proteins, 287
were highly synthesized, processed, stabilized, and translated ( Figure 4c ). The RNA targets of 288 IGF2BP1 family RBPs were strongly localized to the ER (Supplemental Figure 4c Specific RNA regulatory modules also exhibited preferential localization to processing bodies 295 (P-bodies), which are cytoplasmic granules associated with translational repression (Sheth and 296 Parker, 2003) . Namely, Factor 3 RNA regulatory modules, which were strongly associated with 297 the AGO1 family, were the most strongly enriched for localizing to P-bodies according to a 298 recent study characterizing the transcriptome and proteome of P-bodies, and the AGO2 protein 299 itself was 90-fold enriched (Hubstenberger et al., 2017) . Similarly, Factor 5 RNA regulatory 300 modules, which were strongly associated with the FMR1 family, were also enriched for 301 localizing in P-bodies, along with the FMR1 protein (16-fold enriched). In contrast, the non-302 specific category was depleted from P-bodies. 303 304 Fine-tuning of gene expression has been postulated to be an important function of post-305 transcriptional regulation by RBP and miRNAs. Therefore, we examined the cell-to-cell 306 variability in gene expression across 25 individual HEK293 cells with respect to the RNA regulatory modules. The single-cell RNA-seq data was very deeply sequenced and generated 308 using the massively parallel single-cell RNA-sequencing (MARS-Seq) protocol (Guillaumet-309
Adkins et al., 2017). Most RNA regulatory modules exhibited lower expression variability than 310
the non-specific category (Figure 4e ). In particular, Factor 4 RNA regulatory modules exhibited 311 the lowest variation and highest median expression across the 25 cells (Supplemental Figure 4d) . 312
These results supported the broad notion that post-transcriptional gene regulation generally 313 confers robustness and fine-tuning of gene expression. 314 315
Conclusion 316
Our study presents a curation of existing datasets, followed by systematic analysis of high-317
quality and high-resolution RBP-RNA interaction data. We focused on the RBPs that 318 preferentially bound to mRNA and lncRNA and examined their sequence specificity and 319 sequence motif preferences. Our survey of the RBP regulatory landscape identified the most 320 prevalent subsets of RNAs targeted by a specific subset of RBPs, which we refer to as RNA 321 regulatory modules. 322
323
We utilized high quality PAR-CLIP datasets for which the immunoprecipitation was generally 324 comparable due to fact most RBPs were FLAG-tagged. Nevertheless, several caveats associated 325 with the interpretation of this analysis need to be pointed out. Despite several measures of quality 326 control to decide which datasets to include in our analysis, the libraries varied greatly in depth, 327 quality, digestion biases and potentially other confounding variables with respect to the protocol. 328
The FA model quantitatively assessed the degree to which we could explain the full complement 329 of RBP-RNA target binding patterns. These confounders undoubtedly contributed to the ~40% 330 the human genome, there may be an astounding number of RBPs with substantial primary 341 sequence specificity. However, the degree of sequence specificity is determined by the nature of 342 the RBP-RNA interaction, which can be quite extensive and specific, as in the case of Pumilio, 343 or minimal and non-sequence specific, as in the case of an RNA-helicase. An interesting 344 exception were the A-rich sequences enriched by UPF1, which is an RNA helicase and therefore 345 unlikely to exhibit strong sequence specificity. One possible explanation is that such sequences 346 may represent pre-mature polyA tail recognition involved in aspects of ribosome quality control The RNA regulatory modules exhibited different patterns of RNA processing, degradation, 362 localization, and translation. We speculate that these differences in RNA metabolism were driven 363 by individual RBPs or the combination of RBPs associated with that regulatory module. This 364 was supported by the response of specific RNA regulatory modules to ELAVL1 knockdown 365 ( Figure 4A, B) . Additionally, the RNA regulatory modules encoded functionally related proteins 366
and similarly localized proteins. The enrichments were for proteins with similar molecular 367 functions or multi-component complexes rather than signaling pathways (Supplemental Fig 3b) . 368
Altogether, these lines of evidence provide support for the coordinate regulation of 'functionally 369 coherent' RNA regulatory modules as proposed by the post-transcriptional operon/regulon model 370 (Keene, 2007) . The ultimate test of this model would involve manipulating specific combinations 371 of binding sites and RBPs. Our study provides the rationale for such experiments, which 372 unfortunately remain technically challenging. Fig 1) . The mapped reads of each RNA category were resolved by error distance 417 0 (d0), error distance 1 (d1; split in T-to-C and d1 other than T-to-C), and error distance 2 (d2). 418
This process discriminated for each library true target RNA categories from non-crosslinked 419 background RNA categories populated by fragments of abundant cellular RNAs. In order to 420 disqualify experiments comprising too many non-crosslinked RBP-specifically bound RNAs or 421 co-purified non-crosslinked background RNAs, we pursued only datasets which collect at least 422 10,000 redundant d1 reads ≥ 20 nt in at least one of major RNA annotation categories with d1(T-423 to-C)/(d0 + d1) ≥ 30%, and d1(T-to-C)/(d1-total) ≥ 65%. 424
For the libraries passing the first threshold, we defined and annotated binding sites using 425
PARpipe, which is a pipeline wrapper for PARalyzer (Corcoran et al., 2011; Mukherjee et al., 426 2014 ). The threshold for additional filtering were determined by comparisons with the reference 427 library (Friedersdorf and Keene, 2014 ). This reference library was generated using a modified 428 PAR-CLIP protocol in which there was no immunoprecipitation and the addition of an rRNA 429 depletion step after proteinase K digestion, followed by a partial digestion using RNase T1. We 430 required libraries had to have an average fraction T-to-C over remaining reads greater than 0.32 431 (the average fraction T-to-C over remaining reads greater of the reference library), an average 432 conversion specificity greater than 0, more than 20000 aligned reads, not be digested only with 433 micrococcal nuclease, a redundant read copy fraction less than .98 (Supplemental Fig 1b,c 
and 434
Sup Table 1 ). For RBPs with three or more libraries, we removed outlier based on correlation of 435 6-mer frequency calculated from PARalyzer-utilized reads. 436 437
Annotation category preference and positional analysis of binding density 438
For calculating the annotation category preference, we calculated the difference in the fraction of 439 T-to-C reads per annotation category between each RBP library and the reference library. For 440 example, if the fraction of miRNA annotated reads with T-to-C transitions in a specific RBP 441 library was 0.20 compared to 0.05 in the reference library, the miRNA preference value for this 442 specific RBP is 0.15. For the positional binding analysis, we selected genes (n=15120) using 443 GENCODE v19 as annotation based on our earlier work on HEK293 RNA processing and 444 turnover dynamics (Mukherjee et al., 2017) . Isoform expression was calculated using RSEM (Li 445 and Dewey, 2011). For each gene, we selected the transcript isoform with the highest isoform 446 percentage or chose one randomly in case of ties (n=8298). The list of selected transcript 447 isoforms was used to calculate the median 5' UTR, CDS and 3' UTR length proportions (5' 448 UTR=0.06, CDS=0.53, 3' UTR=0.41) using R Bioconductor packages GenomicFeatures and 449
GenomicRanges. For regions downstream annotated transcription ends (TES) and adjacent to 450 splice sites, we chose windows of fixed sizes (TES 500nt, 5' and 3' splice sites 250nt each). We 451 generated coverage tracks from the PARalyzer output alignment files and intersected those with 452 the filtered transcripts. Each annotation category was binned according to its relative coverage 453 averaged according to each bin. For intronic coverage, we averaged across all introns per gene, 454
given a minimal intron length of 500nt. All bins were stitched to one continuous track per 455 transcript. Altogether 6632 intron containing transcripts showed coverage in at least one 456 PARCLIP library. For each library, we required transcripts to have a minimal coverage 457 maximum of > 2. For each transcript, we scaled the binned coverage dividing by its maximal 458 coverage (min-to-1 scaling) to emphasize spatial patterns independent from transcript expression 459 levels. Replicate RBP PARCLIP libraries were combined at this point. Transcripts targeted in 460 more than one replicate library were aggregated using the average of their binned coverage. 461
RBPs with less than 50 filtered target transcripts (after aggregation) were not considered. Next, 462
we split transcript coverage in two parts, separating 5' UTR to TES regions and intronic regions. 463
To generate the scaled meta coverage across all targeted transcripts per RBP, we used the 464 heatMeta function from the Genomation package. For the 5'UTR to TES, we scaled each RBP 465 meta-coverage track independent of other RBPs. For each RBP, we subtracted the scaled meta 466 coverage of PARCLIP reference library (Friedersdorf and Keene, 2014) . For intronic sequences, 467
we scaled each RBP relative to all other RBPs to highlight RBPs with more substantial intronic 468 binding patterns. Finally, we visualized the density using pheatmap. 469 470
Sequence analysis 471
We calculated 6-mer frequencies with Jellyfish from all reads that generated a PARalyzer 472 binding site for each library. For each RBP, we selected the library with the lowest percent of 473 duplicated sequences (see supplemental table 1) to serve as a representative library for the 474 sequence analysis and factor analysis. For each RBP, we counted the number of 6-mers with a 475 frequency of x or higher, where x was from 1/4096 to 1/4. To evaluate the 6-mers enriched by a 476
given RBP relative to the reference library, we regressed the RBP 6-mer frequency against the 477 the reference library 6-mer frequency and collected the residuals (the unexplained variance). 478
Next, identified all 6-mers that were found as the top 5 enriched over the reference library for 479 any of the analyzed RBPs. We clustered the enrichment scores for the 6-mers across all RBPs 480 and generated a heatmap using the 'aheatmap' function in NMF R package. We ran SSMART 481 using all binding sites found in mRNA-derived annotation categories ranked by the library size 482 normalized enrichment over the reference library.
Factor analysis 484
For each site identified we calculated a library size normalized enrichment compared to the the 485 reference library. We calculated the sum of all enrichment scores for all sites annotated as 486 mRNA and lncRNA. Next, we normalized for expression levels (collected the residuals) to 487 create the final matrix of values. The number of factors, 10, was determined using the majority 488 result of numerous methods to estimate the number of factors. Clustering of the score matrix was 489 performed using the most stable results from numerous iterations of k-means clustering. 490 491
Gene ontology analysis 492
Multiple-test corrected gene ontology enrichment values were calculated using the TOPGO R 493 package. For each set of genes, we used all 13,299 genes in the factor analysis as the background 494 or gene universe. Enrichment was calculated using the 'parent-child' approach on the top 100 495 enriched terms. This metric accounts for the hierarchical organization of gene ontology terms to 496 minimize false-positive enrichments. We performed a Bonferonni multiple test correction on the 497 enrichment p-values. 498 499
Premature and mature RNA quantification 500
Mature-and premature-transcript expression, transcripts per million (TPM), was quantified with 501 RSEMv1.2.11 (http://deweylab.biostat.wisc.edu/rsem/src/rsem-1.2.11.tar.gz) as described 502 previously (Mukherjee et al., 2017). Briefly, for each gene we included an additional isoform 503 corresponding to the sequence of the full gene locus. Specifically, we modified the 504
GENCODEv19 gtf and used this as the input for the 'rsem-prepare-reference' function to generate a modified index used for quantification. For each gene, we calculated the expression of 506 'mature' RNA as the sum of all isoforms for that gene excluding the 'primary' transcript. For 507 intronless genes, premature and mature expression values were summed. We performed this 508 analysis on the ELAVL1 knockdown RNA-seq experiments (Kishore et al., 2011) . CPSF1  CPSF3  CPSF4  CPSF7  CSTF2  DIS3  DND1  ELAVL2  ELAVL3  ELAVL4  FMR1iso1  FMR1iso7  FXR1  FXR2  HNRNPD  LIN28A  MBNL1  NCBP3  NOP56  NONO  TP53  PAPD5  SRRM4  SSB  TAF15  TARDBP  UPF1  XPO5  ZFP36  ALKBH5  CAPRIN1  CPSF6  CSTF2T  EIF3B  EIF3D  EIF3G  EWSR1  FBL  FIP1L1  HNRNPC  L1RE1  NOP58  NUDT21  ORF1  PUM2  QKI  RBM10  RBM20  RBPMS  RTCB  ZC3H7B  AGO2  EIF3A  FUS  IGF2BP2  IGF2BP3  LIN28B  MOV10  AGO1  IGF2BP1  ELAVL1 exhibiting more sequence specificity than the reference. 553 554 A) UGUAUA UGUACA UGUAAA  UAUGUA  GUAUAC  UGUAUG  UGUGUU  GUGUGU  GUGUGC  UGUGUG  UGUGUA  CUGCUU  UGCUUC  CGCUUU  UUGCUU  UGCUUU  CGCAUU  UCGCAU  UUCGCA  CGCAUA  UACGCA  AAACGC  UUUUUU  UGUCUU  UUUUGU  GUUUUU  UGUUUU  UUUGUU  UUGUUU  UUUGUC  UUGUCU  UAUUUA  AUUUAU  UUUAUU  AAACGU  CGAUAU  UGCAAU  CGAUUU  UAUCGU  CGUUUA  UACGUU  UAAGUU  UUCGUU  UCGUUU  UUAGUU  CGAAUC  CGGAUA  CGAAUG  GCGAAU  CCGAAU  CGAUGU  UUCGAU  UAACGA  ACUAAU  ACUAAC  AACGCA  ACUCAC  CGCACU  ACGCAC  ACGGUA  AAAAAC  CAAAAA  GUGCAA  GAAGAA  AGAAGA  AAAAAA  AAGAAA  AAUGAU  AUGAUC  AAAGAU  AAGAUC  UUGAUC  UAGAUC together. The number of 604 genes assigned to a specific factor and the top two most significant enriched GO annotations for 605 each ontology class: molecular function (MF), cellular component (CC), and biological process 606 
